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Abstract

For the whole period of the Semipalatinsk Test Site (STS) operation 456 nuclear tests were conducted
not only for the purpose of developing nuclear weapons but also as "peaceful" underground nuclear
explosions. Apart from STS in Kazakhstan there are several testing sites where nuclear explosions
were conducted for peaceful purposes. These are explosions ofBatolit, Meridian, Region series, as
well as Azgir and Lira sites.
In Kazakhstan there is great number of plants which have been involved in the development of
nuclear weapons. Kazakhstan mining industry was the main supplier of natural uranium and non-
ferrous metals necessary for production of nuclear-rocket weapons. Along with extraction of uranium
ore there were complexes dealing with the development of nuclear technologies. For instance, the
complex of unique reactor facilities situated at the former Semipalatinsk Test Site where nuclear
rocket engines were tested. High-technological industrial BN-350 reactor complex belongs to a new
generation of fast breeding reactors. BN-350 reactor is designed mainly for development of new
nuclear technologies.
This paper contains generalized results of radiation investigations carried out in regions where
nuclear experiments were conducted and nuclear facilities are located.

During the Cold War the Central-Asian region supplied the Soviet program of nuclear
armaments by extraction of uranium ore and production of weapons materials for surface and
underground tests. One of the significant examples is Kazakhstan. Low population density,
vast territories not suitable for high farming, considerable reserves of minerals made
Kazakhstan a region convenient for development and production of defense technology and
armaments.

About 70% of all nuclear tests of the former USSR was conducted at Kazakhstan territory
from 1949 to 1989. Most part of these including 113 air and surface explosions was conducted
at the Semipalatinsk Test Site (STS). The testing of the USSR first atomic (1949) and world's
first hydrogen (1953) bombs were carried out here.

Kazakhstan takes one of the first places worldwide on the quantity of explored uranium
reserves (about 25%). For a long time (over 40 years) more than 20 deposits spread practically
all over the Kazakhstan territory were exploited. The largest plants in this branch are Tselinny
Mining-and-Chemical Complex (Central Kazakhstan), Ulba Metallurgical Plant, Irtysh
Chemical-and-Metallurgical Plant (Eastern Kazakhstan), Precaspian Mining and Smelting
Complex (Western Kazakhstan), ore management of Southern Kazakhstan.

In Kazakhstan there are five nuclear facilities including one power reactor (350Bn, Aktau) and
four research nuclear reactors, one of them is located in Alatau settl., Almatinskaya Oblast,
and three-in the town of Kurchatov, Semipalatinskaya Oblast.

Thus, due to historical economic, geopolitical, social and other conditions Kazakhstan
possesses nuclear materials reserves and double-purpose materials, plants for their mining and
processing, infrastructure and scientific-technological potential of the former military
complexes. During «perestroika» Kazakhstan has inherited economy non-adapted to the
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market needs, some fragments of industry and scientific-technological complexes. Under
these conditions the problems related to military activities in the field of nuclear weapons and
activity of uranium-extraction and uranium-processing industry became especially critical.

Having refused to possess nuclear weapons Kazakhstan is actively involved in the non-
proliferation processes not only in foreign but in home policy also. This concerns different
scopes of activity, diplomacy, science and technology, industry. Projects and programs
implemented in Kazakhstan since 1993 are directed to eliminate nuclear, chemical and other
types of weapons of mass destruction; develop systems for non-proliferation monitoring;
prevent spreading and diversify experience and knowledge of experts engaged in defense
industry; convert military-industrial complexes and technologies; extend cooperation in the
field of nonproliferation.

One of the demonstrative examples of this activity is STS conversion.

In 1991 under decree of Kazakhstan President, the Semipalatinsk Test Site was closed. At the
STS, during the last five years joint Kazakhstan-American teams have been conducting work
on elimination of nuclear infrastructure (closure of Degelen tunnels, and liquidation of
Balapan boreholes), on the development of seismic methods for nuclear tests monitoring. The
mobile laboratory is created for operational monitoring of regions and facilities for radiation
contamination. The execution of joint projects led to creation of scientific-technological basis,
formed an international team of highly qualified experts, contributed to gaining experience in
solving problems concerning liquidation of radioactive hazards.

The nuclear tests conducted at the Semipalatinsk Test Site from 1949 to 1989 created a rather
complex radiation situation at the site that is evolving in time. Unfortunately, at present it is
impossible to evaluate the dynamics of radioactive contamination due to absence in
Kazakhstan of data on radiation conditions of 15-20 years' prescription. According to
evaluations, as a result of conducted nuclear explosions approximately 9 x 1016 Bq of 137Cs
were introduced in the environment. This is important to know as today secondary effects of
the territory contamination are developing that are connected with accumulation of fission
products during underground nuclear explosions, especially in Degelen Mountain Complex
where they are brought out to day surface by melt and rain waters. Therefore, in estimating
ecological consequences of the nuclear tests one should consider all quantity of radioactive
substances concentrated on the surface and underground.

Surface and excavation (underground with soil kick) nuclear explosions contributed mainly to
the STS radioactive contamination. General view (aero-gamma-survey data) of the test site
contamination by gamma-emitting radionuclides, mainly 137Cs, is presented on the Figure 1.

One can see that the test site radioactive contamination by 137Cs is not even and has the form
of either lengthy "paths" due to air and surface explosions, or local spots different in the area
and contamination level. Within the test site the regional background of 137Cs is a bit higher
than average global background on the Kazakhstan territory.

The other area of local contamination with 137Cs is located in the southern part of the test site
in the region of Degelen Mountain Complex. The territory contamination has a form of two
"spots" of irregular shape. The size of the "spot" (soil deposition of 0.4 Ci/km2) amounts to
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4 x 6 km and 3 x 4 km , maximal value is up to 2 Ci/km .
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FIG 1. Aero-Gamma-Spectrometric Survey for 1J/ Cs (1991).

As a result of the survey of the Degelen massif conducted in 1992, water outpouring was
registered in 27 tunnels and at 24 portal areas. This water is contaminated with radionuclides.
The dose rate is 1-5 mR/h. The radionuclides are transferred with water fluxes which is
followed by their sorption with soil and vegetation. So, the process of forming of Degelen
Mountain Complex radiation conditions is far from completion and is progressing at present.

The results on strontium-90 measurements have shown that at the majority of studied points
its soil deposition considerably exceeds the value of temporarily admissible levels that is
0.15 Ci/km2.

Results of determination of plutonium and americium-241 content at the test site are rather
poor. There are data available on a few hundred points obtained during analyses of water and
soil samples from separate sections of the test site. These data do not allow making reliable
conclusions about the level of contamination of the Test Site by alpha-emitting radionuclides.
To solve this problem, more up-to-date and less expensive methods should be used to
determine plutonium content and to study its physical and chemical forms in the Test Site
soils.

Since 1996 according to the Agreement between RK and USA, the work was conducted at the
Test Site on closing tunnel portals at the Degelen Massif and liquidation of Balapan site
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boreholes. The purpose of these activities along with the nuclear infrastructure elimination is
the improvement of radiation situation at the former Semipalatinsk Test Site. As an example,
the Figure 2 presents radiation conditions at the portal area prior to and after the tunnel
closure. However, it should be noted that despite considerable scope of the work performed to
study and eliminate consequences of nuclear tests and nuclear infrastructure, they cover only a
small part of the Test Site.
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FIG 2. Average Values of Radiation Parameters Prior to (Red) and After (blue) the
Tunnel Closure.

The former Semipalatinsk Test Site becomes more an international test site, "neutral strip" for
solving "sensitive" questions of nuclear countries activity in the field of non-proliferation
suggesting participation or presence of observers from the third parties (first of all-Russia) at
the experiments and programs.

Apart from the STS, there are several other testing areas in Kazakhstan where nuclear
explosions were conducted for peaceful purposes. These are explosions of Batolit, Meridian,
Region series and Azgir and Lira sites.

NNC RK conducts a complex radioecological monitoring at radioactively hazardous facilities
of Western Kazakhstan. Upon the work results, it is seen that the radioecological situation at
Lira, Region-3, Mangyshlak objects is safe for population and the environment. However,
radioecological situation at Koshkar-Ata storage facility for man-made waste is of highest
concern. At present, the measures are developed to eliminate sources of menace for
population living close to this facility.Semi-centennial history of nuclear weapons
development left its radiation heritage. Today Kazakhstan in cooperation with experts from
the leading organizations of foreign and CIS countries conduct joint research work and
developments to heighten security all over the world.
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